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U.S. government's annual report on global airline security has found that airlines still handle 75,000 pieces of luggage a day despite improvements, according to the report published
Thursday. These bags pose a security threat, because terrorist attackers have attempted to disguise explosives inside the luggage of unsuspecting passengers. The 2009 report, which was

published after a series of terrorist incidents on U.S. airlines, pointed out that airport security workers have not always detected the bombs, causing explosions and injuries. Despite
improvements in the training and equipment for airport security workers, the report shows that airline security efforts are still lacking. It found that airlines still mishandled 75,000 bags a
day in the world's busiest 20 airports. The report gives an example of a text-message bomb threat that was received by The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. The agency, which
oversees the New York-area's airports, said the threat was made through an online system, "and the person who identified themselves as a terrorist added a terror code-word of 'al-Qaeda'
and made it appear that the text-message was sent from the name and telephone number of a law enforcement officer." That phone number was "listed as one of the telephone numbers
that airport security should call if they notice anything suspicious," according to the report. It was a commercial phone number that linked the airport. Although airport security workers
contacted the number, the text message was not traced back to the actual threat. The report also indicated that it was unclear how effectively the text-message bomb threat had been

intercepted, because the agency did not release its logs. The report gave examples of other types of threats that have been received at airports, including explosive and incendiary devices
that were planted in luggage. The reports cite two separate explosive devices that were planted in luggage that were discovered at the airport and disrupted the flow of aircraft.
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